
GAL 17 

 

(GAL 3:1-7) 

PRAY 

Galatians is an incredible BOOK if for no other reason than the FACT THAT IN (and through its pages) we 
realize that the GOSPEL (though clear) is NOT simple. 

And what I mean when I say (that it is not simple) is two things: 

1) it is not simple morally  (meaning there is a cost to embracing it benefits).   
A person must be willing to die to self become perfectly compliant to Christ as Lord if they are to 
have Him as Savior (LBS!). And (as would be expected) this is the area where there is the 
greatest resistance.  The sin which has corrupted all of mankind has made us all rebels to 
compliance and complete submission (yet as Paul warns there is but one saving gospel—all 
modifications will be condemned – Gal 1:8-9).  Which brings me to the second thing (I mean) 
when I say “the gospel is not simple” 

2) it is not simple intellectually 
Though AGAIN it is clear (meaning that BIBLE is not ambiguous in its demands/expectations 
about what a saving relationship w/God requires—as a matter of fact—it stands as one the 
clearest messages –since the principles of the gospel don’t change from Genesis to Revelation---
which means that what we essentially have from cover to cover is heavy redundancy—the very 
thing humans have used since the beginning of time--- as an effective means to retaining and 
remembering important information).  Though that is the case, it nonetheless IS something 
which people (oftentimes confuse to their own condemnation – 2Pe 3:15-16).  And that because 
understanding the GOSPEL requires good logical thinking – which is EXACTLY the point Paul 
establishes in our verses for TODAY. 
 
It is the tenth point in the book –a BOOK whose theme is GTGR…     

10. GTGR requires logical thinking (1-7). 

Just as people fail to be good logical thinkers TODAY, so it was in Paul’s day… 

(AND because of that) Churches (and their Christians) were beginning to embrace FALSE/ILLOGICAL 
GOSPELS. 

And among those which were being EMBRACED---was the IDEA that JUSTIFICATION (or a right standing 
with GOD) is something which cannot BE GAINED by faith alone in Christ. 

 



(IOW): There was a gospel becoming popular which said that in order for a person to enter into a right 
relationship with GOD, they (NOT ONLY needed to be put faith in Christ) but also continue to OBSERVE 
the FORMER means to getting into such a relationship with GOD –which were the OC clean laws of: 
circumcision, sacrifice, Sabbaths, separation and kosher foods. 

And this VERY FALSE (and therefore illogical) GOSPEL message HAD infiltrated and infected the churches 
Paul planted during his first missionary journey---the churches within the region of GALATIA. 

---churches filled with Christians WHOM Paul knew if he couldn’t straighten out, would LOSE the 
JUSTIFICATION they had initially GAINED by faith ALONE in Christ (Gal 5:2). 

  And so (as the means to demonstrating its false and illogical nature)… 

10.6. Paul uses logic to prove that his gospel is the SOUND GOSPEL  

(or more specifically that JUSTIFICATION is now GAINED solely by Faith Alone In Christ.) 

And though that is something THAT (I am sure) all of us (here) are already convinced of… 

THESE verses are nonetheless relevant…since IN them we have a GREAT example of what we have been 
talking about for the past several weeks REGARDING LOGIC and the BIBLE –or more importantly-how to 
defend the GOSPEL through the use of LOGIC ---something as we saw—we all need to be able to DO 
(1Pe 3:15 –“reason” = logic). 

*Why LOGIC is so vital to how we present and defend the GOSPEL:  Because… (as James Montgomery 
Boice used to say) “what you win them with…is what you win them to” 

(IOW): If the means you use to convince others of the validity of your view (or gospel) is emotional 
experience (which many times can be completely illogical and irrational), then this is what their faith will 
rest upon (and what they will continue to seek as further support and stability in their walk). 

And as a result, their Christian Faith will end up being one of two things: led astray into heresy by false 
teachers whose primary/only weapon is an appeal to the feelings (2Pe 2:2), or left behind in apostasy 
since feelings/experiences are oftentimes contradictory, temporary and ultimately confusing to anyone 
who bases truth upon them (this is why btw so many in this camp do end up leaving the faith—b/c 
feelings can never replace fact as a lasting foundation)---AND it is only through the process of LOGICAL 
REASONING that such facts are laid as a firm foundation in the SOUL. 

And Paul (again) knows that---and therefore MAKES his appeal THERE… 

AND BELOVED as we take the TIME NOW to examine just how he does it…it is my hope that would SEE 
more than just the particulars of LOGIC  in all of this –  

It is my hope that IT would truly convince you of HOW important it is that we learn to ARGUE in like 
manner – B/C this is (once more) a part of GTGR… 

Having said that (let’s examine) HOW Paul uses LOGIC to convince the GALATIANS that he is the one 
possessing the SOUND GOSPEL message --(or more specifically)-- that his view of JUSTIFICATION by faith 
alone in Christ is the doctrinally correct position:  

 



Here’s how he does it (and though this is going to sound a little technical—I think once we work through 
it—you will understand):  By using all 4 LAWS PAUL establishes 3 valid premises (or TRUTHS) which he 
(then) uses (according to the Law of Rational Inference) to validate HIS POSITION (or conclusion)—that 
again being that JUSTIFICATION is now THRU FAITH ALONE IN CHRIST. 

SO (again) all 4 LAWS are USED to make HIS ARGUMENT… 

Let’s consider the first… 

10.6.1. The Law of Identity [2=2].  

(Context determines meaning and scope) 

(1) 

10.6.1.1. “bewitched” = To be captivated/infatuated by another to such a degree that you are no longer 
assessing things logically but blindly accepting that person or their views. 

10.6.1.2. This was the EXTENT of the man-crush which the Galatians HAD on Peter (and his Jerusalem 
entourage). And why he says what he does in (1:10) and (4:18 w/17) 

  10.6.1.3. This is (unfortunately) is where a large portion exists today (and how they make their 
decisions as to what is right:  Follow blindly the teaching of today’s Christian Rock-stars.   The reason this 
is so prevalent: Our current culture promotes both becoming and trusting her “American Idols”  or 
“Rock-stars”(A title which –most of the time- is based on nothing more than social proof/herd mentality 
dynamics).  And this (again) is “American Christianity”. 

10.6.1.4. Why Paul infers that they have been “bewitched”:  b/c they blindly have embraced the GOSPEL 
of Peter & co. (a gospel which again stated that a person needed to observe the OC clean laws to be 
justified) without thinking about HOW THAT changes what they KNEW to be TRUE about Christ’s work 
on the cross --i.e. that He died to secure our justification – something the OC clean could ultimately 
NEVE do –(2:21). 

10.6.1.5. This is what Paul is getting at when he says, “It was before your eyes (Mat 13:16; Rom 11:8 – 
spiritual eyes/ belief; IOW: This is what you believed) that Jesus Christ was publicly portrayed as 
crucified (that Jesus died to secure our JUSTIFICATION)”. 

10.6.1.6. Which means that WHAT the GALATIANS were doing was equivocating (changing the meaning 
of something established by its context). Instead of IDENTIFYING CHRIST as the source of their 
JUSTIFICATION (and as a result taking issue with Peter—like Paul does) they were through their 
bewitched  (and blind) acceptance of  HIS GOSPEL changing the meaning of CHRIST’S DEATH to 
something other than what they KNEW the context of HIS DEATH (to be)—which was (again) 
JUSTIFICATION! (Christ’s death was a sacrifice for sin—for the purpose of securing JUSTIFICATION---
something once more that needed to happen because the LAW was unable)!  This the GALATIANS 
should have identified, but they (in their enraptured mindless- man-crush state) had forgotten…  

10.6.1.7. (IOW), because of NOT thinking logically through what was being presented to them, the 
GALATIANS forgot to apply the LAW of Identity to the work of JUSTIFICATION:  whose work secures it? 



10.6.1.8. And Paul’s questions HERE (in verse 1) is meant to both EXPOSE and –RE-ESTABLISH that 
(which establishes also) HIS FIRST VALID premise (a premise/truth which he will use to draw his 
conclusion—and prove his GOSPEL (in the fourth and final law found in these verses---which is…): 

PREMISE #1: Christ alone secures our Justification ( since the Law cannot). 

10.6.1.9. An example of how this Law can be applied to the Christian Faith today: When Christians are 
tempted/fall into sin, the first thing we need to do is remind them of who they are and what they have 
committed themselves to (in the GOSPEL) (2:20; 1Co 6:20; Rom 6:3-4, 11, 17-18; Luk 14:25-35; Rom 
10:9; Luk 6:46-49). 

10.6.2. The Law of the Excluded Middle [If (not 2) then (non- 2)].  

(If something is true, then it is NOT false) 

10.6.3. The Law of Non-Contradiction [2 ≠ (non-2)].  

(Something cannot true be and untrue at the same time and in the same place/context) 

Both are found (and twisted together) as a part of what we find in verses 2 through 4… 

(2-4) 

10.6.2.1. (Based on what we just read—here is what we have): Paul asks three questions, the second 
anticipates the answer to the first and then builds upon it---whereas the third challenges the answer to 
both.  AND by this construction, Paul reveals BOTH the validity of Galatians’ experience (thus 
establishing the Law of the Excluded Middle) AND the contradiction intheir thinking (thus establishing 
The Law of Non-Contradiction).  

10.6.2.2. Let’s break it down in detail so you can see what I am talking about: 

10.6.2.2.1. (First of all) the expected response to the first question, “Did you receive the Spirit by 
works of the law (i.e. by observing the clean laws) or by hearing with faith?” is “We received the 
Spirit by faith (meaning by faith alone in Christ)”—since the way the second question begins is 
by assuming this to now be true (“Are you so foolish?  Having begun by the Spirit…(”—Notice: 
receiving the Spirit by faith is now stated as FACT (fact which is based on HOW he knows they 
will respond—hence the second question anticipates the response of the first).   

10.6.2.2.2. To this response Paul (then) adds the real substance of his second question which is 
not “are you so foolish?” (since that is simply rhetorical—i.e. a figurative way of telling them to 
stop being foolish! The real question (the one he expects them NOT to be foolish about in their 
answer) IS –(v3)“are you now being perfected by the flesh?”   (IOW: Is the flesh now adding 
something to your already perfected state of righteousness GAINED by faith in Christ?). 

 

 

 

 



10.6.2.2.3. And likewise the response to that question, is expected as well. It is anticipated that 
the GALATIANS will answer in the negative (i.e. They will reject that the idea of needing 
something more than faith in Christ’s death as the means to GAINING perfect 
JUSTIFICATION/right standing before GOD)—BUT this time rather than JUST anticipate and build 
upon that---Paul (instead) throws their anticipated  response in both prior questions to the 
winds of doubt by asking, (v4) “Did you suffer (better translation: “experience”) so many things 
in vain—if indeed it was in vain” (IOW: IS it possible that all which you received by way of faith—
including the Spirit---and even miracles—as he mentions in the very next verse---IS IT possible 
that all of that MEANS NOTHING as it relates to the issue of JUSTIFICATION (is it possible it was 
all “vain” or worthless---AND that something MORE is still NEEDED?). 

10.6.2.2.4. (IOW):  Is it possible that all of that (which you experienced after putting FAITH in 
CHRIST) were things that GOD gives to even people WHO are not yet JUSTIFIED? 

10.6.2.2.5. That is what Paul is driving AT (i.e. the doubt he is soliciting them with)…BUT NOT 
B/C he expects them to BECOME doubtful (or to begin questioning what those signs point to)—
RATHER it is JUST the opposite.  He does it B/C HE KNOWS---HOW MUCH (they know) that SUCH 
SIGNS are only given to those WHO have been JUSTIFIED---HE DOES it to ESTABLISH the Law of 
the Excluded Middle (a law which they were also in violation of) since (again) according to that 
law, if something is true (in this case –their experiences in the Spirit)) then it cannot be treated 
as though it is false (i.e. as though those experiences were “in vain”)---WHICH is EXACTLY WHAT 
the GALATIANS were doing by embracing the idea that “works of the law” (i.e. OC clean laws) 
needed to be observed.  They were acting as those WHAT they KNEW to be true was false---
which makes them GUILTY also of the LAW of NON-CONTRADICTION.  And this (too) IS a part of 
PAUL’S AGENDA 

10.6.2.3. By getting them to affirm (THAT) it was by faith alone in Christ that they had received the Spirit 
and experienced miracles;  and that such experiences WERE the EXCLUSIVE SIGNS that they were now in 
a perfectly JUSTIFIED state with GOD (meaning there was nothing left to ADD—nor were such 
experiences in VAIN), HE likewise was getting them to see THAT pursuing the OC clean laws was 
complete contradiction—since (by affirming that the Spirit and experiences they HAD were valid 
markers that JUSTIFICATION was theirs ALREADY-IOW: by establishing the LAW of the EXCLUDED 
MIDDLE)—they were equally affirming that “works of the law (i.e. observance of the OC clean laws) was 
NOT necessary (since the JUSTIFICATION they purported to be necessary for—was already received 
without them).  HENCE making any pursuit of them—a complete contradiction to what they ALREADY 
possessed and knew to be true.  So the LAW of NON-CONTRADICTION is applied (here) by PAUL as well   
(Something cannot true and untrue in the same context: in this case: it cannot be both true that they 
have received JUSTIFICATION—and have YET to RECEIVE it). 

10.6.2.4. And through the application of these two laws Paul has established YET another premise/truth 
which he will use in his final logical argument –and as a means to draw his conclusion and prove HIS 
GOSPEL (to be the right one)—and that premise/truth is this…  

PREMISE # 2: The sign of Justification (the Spirit) was received by faith alone (in Christ).  

10.6.2.5. Support for the Spirit as a valid sign that someone is in a perfectly JUSTIFIED state w/GOD: 

 



(Eze 36:24-27; Act 2:38; this is why we are told not in (Eph 4:30) to “grieve the Spirit” w/the unrepentant 
practice of sin—since unrepentance leads to loss of JUSTIFICATION/justified/right standing before 
GOD—and therefore also the “grieving” or “insulting” of the Spirit which cause Him then to remove 
Himself from our lives---this is what David was worried about as a result of his sin w/Bathsheeba – Psa 
51:11). 

10.6.2.6. An example of how these (two) laws can be applied to the Christian Faith today: In confronting 
those who play the “COEXIST” card with the GOSPEL: According to the Law of Non-Contradiction the 
Gospel which does not believe full compliance faith or faithful obedience is necessary to maintain the 
JUSTIFICATION gained by faith alone ≠ The Gospel which does (i.e. the SOUND GOSPEL found in 
Scripture – Luk 14:25-35; 2Jo 1:8-9). AND since these two GOSPEL views are completely antithetical 
(polar/diametric opposites) then to prove ONE as true MUST mean (according to the LAW of the 
Excluded Middle) that the other is FALSE (which is what Paul teaches in Gal 1:8-9).  Which also means 
we can’t both be Christians (since Christianity is an exclusive religion—i.e. ONE WAY in)! THIS BTW is the 
dividing line (i.e. criteria for separation): IS FULL COMPLIANCE FAITH NECESSARY TO GAIN 
JUSTIFICATION/RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD and is FAITHFUL OBEDIENCE NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN OUR 
JUSTIFICATION/RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD? 

And that brings US to PAUL’S use of the final LAW—the Law of Rational Inference—and where we will 
see HIM establish his final PREMISE or TRUTH (and then USE all three) to DRAW his conclusion and 
prove HIS POSITION on JUSTIFICATION and THE GOSPEL to be the right one…     

10.6.4. The Law of Rational Inference [2+2=4]. 

Valid conclusions can be drawn by comparing equally valid and complimentary premises/truths. 

(5-6) 

10.6.3.1. Verse 5 (is essentially) a repeat of verse 2 (“Does he who supplies the Spirit to you and works 
miracles among you do so by works of the law, or by hearing with faith” v. “Did you receive the Spirit by 
works of the law or by hearing with faith” –they are both essentially asking the same question—a 
question WHICH HAS already been answered! 

10.6.3.2. So why does Paul ask it (again)? TO set the stage for WHAT will prove to BE his third PREMISE 
(which is…) 

PREMISE #3: Justification by faith alone also has historical precedent: Abraham (the father of the 
people of God). 

((6)) – “just as” = as another valid example 

10.6.3.3. (IOW):  Not only do we know that FAITH is THE way to RECEIVE JUSTIFICATION (b/c by it-the 
sign of justification---the gift of the SPIRIT--- was given to those who express it) BUT ALSO b/c this is 
what ABRAHAM DID in order to RECEIVE JUSTIFICATION (Gen 15:5). 

10.6.3.4. Which means that HISTORICAL PRECEDENT has already been set (in Scripture) for receiving 
JUSTIFICATION in this WAY…It has already been revealed  as VALID by the actions of ABRAHAM---(the 
“father of the people of GOD” – Heb 7:4 –“Abraham the patriarch” = father figure of God’s people of 
blessing and justification – 3:8). 



 10.6.3.5. Which means that faith alone (as the means to justification) is not new or a deviation from 
God’s design for receiving justification but actually where it started. 

10.6.3.6. So this premise/truth (PAUL) also establishes----AND this HE DOES as the FINAL PIECE in his 
LARGER LOGICAL ARGUMENT—the ONE HE is (now) READY to MAKE---as he ties all of these 
premises/truths TOGETHER and draws his conclusion (according to the Law of Rational Inference—
which is once more—the Law which states that valid conclusions can be drawn by comparing equally 
valid (and complimentary) premises/truths)… 

10.6.3.6. And that VALID conclusion is what we find in (verse 7)…  

(7) – “Know then” = Here is the conclusion! 

10.6.3.7. “sons of Abraham” = A popular figure of speech used in Scripture to refer to the people of God 
(e.g. Luk 19:9; Act 3:25) 

10.6.3.8. Putting it IN those terms (here then) is the conclusion Paul is drawing (by way of rational 
inference: using the prior premises as his support) = FAITH ALONE (in Christ alone) is HOW GOD’S people 
receive JUSTIFICATION (or stated another way)… 

CONCLUSION: Justification is by faith alone in Christ alone for the people of God. 

10.6.3.9. As a means to checking his work---and ultimately LEARNING HOW he does what he does HERE-
--Consider PAUL’S premises (one more time—and let’s see if we can follow the logical trail to his 
conclusion): 

PREMISE #1: Christ alone secures our Justification (since the Law cannot) . 

(1) : JUST in Christ alone 

PREMISE # 2: The sign of Justification (the Spirit) was received by faith alone (in Christ). 

(2) : JUST by faith alone 

PREMISE #3: Justification by faith alone also has historical precedent: Abraham (the father of the 
people of God) . 

(3) : JUST (by faith alone) for the people of God 

: JUST = (1) + (2) + (3)   

CONCLUSION : Justification is (=) by faith alone (2,3) in Christ alone (1) for the people of God (3)  

 

10.6.3.10. An example of how this law (the law of rational inference) can be applied to the Christian 
Faith today:  When attempting to help people understand HOW the plan of salvation works in the BIBLE: 

P1:  The Bible begins and ends with a marriage (Gen 1; Rev 19) 



P2: Every saving relationship God enters into w/men in the Bible is a covenant (Hos 6; Gen 9; Gen 17; 
Exo  24; Mat 26). 

P3:  The salvific covenants of the Bible use marriage language (Jer 31; Rev 19). 

Conclusion:  Salvation in the Bible is a marriage covenant with God.   

Which means like marriage, salvation includes more than just vows we take by faith (which gains/puts 
us into the covenant relationship with God), there is also (like marriage) the life-long commitment of 
faithfulness to each other (as the means to maintaining it).  And both are necessary if the marriage is to 
survive (Isa 50:1; 1Co 10:6-12). 

10.6.3.11. So then, THIS IS (once more) the purpose of PAUL’S discourse in these 6 verses –to build a 
LOGICAL CASE for HIS GOSPEL (as the sound gospel)---TO PROVE (through such reasoning) that 
JUSTIFICATION is no longer something which needs to be sought through the observance of the OLD 
COVENANT CLEAN LAWS but simply through faith alone in Christ alone. (IOW: To do just what Peter 
commands (in 1Pe 3:15) that ALL of us as Christians should be able to DO—“to give/make a logical 
defense ”). 

 Which leads me to what we should take away from our time together here this morning---and that is 
this… 

THAT logic (Beloved) is NOT just something for the EGGHEADS in IVORY TOWERS (or knows no place in 
CHRISTIANITY)… 

Its laws ARE NOT something made up BY MEN But RATHER tools which RESIDE in the DIVINE TOOLBOX 
of God’s WORD AND therefore demand that we become adept in using them (just as Paul does with the 
GALATIANS)---and IF for no other REASON than this –THE BEST REASON of all—because IT IS required IF 
we are going to GTGR… 

Meaning if we are going to EFFECTIVELY COMMUNICATE that message---AND if they are to TRULY 
UNDERSTAND and EMBRACE it---BOTH require LOGICAL THINKING… 

And that because OUR GOD is a logical GOD and HIS message to us is the same… 

THIS is what then WE MUST win people with—and TO…. 

… the SOUND, LOGICAL GOSPEL found in GOD’S LOGICAL WORD. 

May we (like Paul) become the LOGICAL thinkers and EVANGELISTS GOD has called us to BE… 

Let’s PRAY 


